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Disclaimer - Paul J.O’Brien, Boru Fitness or Isometric-Training.com do not take responsibility for any injury or accidents that
may occur following this program. Participation in this fitness program or those performing the exercises described herein do so
at their own risk. The Exercises described in this guide are to be done only under the supervision of a qualified trainer. Seek
permission from your doctor prior to taking up any form of exercise. 
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The Self Mastery of a Samurai

Welcome!

In this program we shall be examining some of the oldest and most fundamental of Isometric

techniques found within the martial arts, and these techniques trace their roots from karate, to the

Samurai, to China and eventually all the way back to India.

These techniques are unusual to those taught in my other programs such as 7 Seconds to a Perfect

Body and they focus mostly on the connective tissue- the tendons and ligaments and as such

incorporate isometrics within stretched and "weak" positions.

As such GREAT caution must be used. However herein also lies the secret of the martial arts masters

strength - by strengthening the connective tissues, by becoming like steel in a position where most

men and women are weak their joints became nearly unbreakable, their strength beyond human.

There are many ways to get fit and healthy. Some are more efficient than others, some safer. Some

are more adrenaline pumping and others are simply spurred on by the enthusiasm and whims of its

day in society's graces. When I was firstly learning to be fitness instructor the rage was weight lifting

in a 3 set, 12 rep pattern, and step aerobics with circuit classes. Then spinning came out and

everyone was into it. Now it's Kettlebell's (I introduced Kettlebells and funnily enough Kangoo's and

Vibration platform training into Ireland in the early 2000's), Metabolic Conditioning and Crossfit. In

another few years there will be a new craze. It will no doubt get results and be very popular and

that's great. Anything that get's people moving and in a better state of health is fine by me....

But I often ask why?

Why do we create these crazes to motivate people to fitness - why do people when they want to be

fit and healthy feel the need to distract themselves with the latest fitness movement to do it? So I

asked. I'm lucky I have a lot of people who read my new articles each week (did you know I've been

writing about fitness and strength - mostly about Isometrics for over ten years now - I've published

over 500 articles!), so I asked them why. Why do you want to be fit, why do you want to be in shape,

why lean and strong.

And the answers fascinated me....

Not because they were unusual or fantastic  but because they were the same heartfelt concerns I

had, the same things that itched in the back of my brain, the same questions and thoughts that made

me feel guilty or ashamed for not training all the time or eating a chocolate bar.
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People wanted to know everything from

● How overcome too much eating?

● How to exercise when you have a hip replacement? - in fact a HUGE amount of questions

touched on how to recovery from injury, the best methods for rehabilitation etc

● How best to integrate techniques while avoiding burnout

● How to build strength and muscle when dealing with chronic illnesses

● What are the best equipment-free workouts for building both strength and endurance?

● What is the most effective way to gain (muscle) weight?

● Is Samurai Strength similar to chi kung and what chi gung actually is? Why are most Chi Gung

experts frauds?

● Why you shouldn't spend more than 5 minutes on cardio?

● Why people doing cardio get injured and how to prevent it?

● The secret Samurai running technique called Oikaze....

● How to achieve speed when fighting!

But the truth is, these are often transient concerns. They are fleeting questions, the knee twangs and

you wish it wouldn't but then it fades and days go by before it clicks and creaks on a staircase or

aches after a short walk. Then it's brought to your attention once more and the cycle repeats. If

you're lucky it may spur you to take action, by a course, join a gym, and start a new diet. But it won't

give you enough fuel or motivation to see it through. Once that discomfort is replaced by the

discomfort of denial of chocolate or alcohol or the ache of your muscles after a few workouts, the

pain that drove you to change has faded in memory and your workouts and new lifestyle fall by the

wayside. And the cycle repeats.

Businesses prey on that cycle, gyms and magazines companies promise you something new and

exciting, a new fitness fad or crave to capture your imagination and then after few days or weeks,

you're back to old habits until the next craze comes out.

Many of my fellow fitness professionals follow that same craze, take advantage of you in the same

way - each day a new product is pitched to their list, a new supplement, a new program...all in the

name of making money.

Don't get me wrong, I like make money too - but I don't do that. I don't promote other programs or

products. I don't email people daily with a sales pitch. Heck , in 10 years I've only released 4 workout

programs. Why? Because each one worked and there's no need for something new and exciting.

In order of release I solved a particular fitness problem

7 Seconds to A Perfect Body - get in great shape without spending a lot of time training - for most

people this is the ONLY program they will ever need.
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Project Dragon - Going from Great health of Perfect Body results to the upper 0.5% the Olympic

Athlete level health.

Maximetrics - a dedicated muscle building program

Slim in Seconds - a dedicated weight loss program.

I don't need to release a new health program - Perfect Body covers it. I don't need to release a new

bodybuilding program. Maximetrics works great, it will always work great. I don't need to release a

new super fast weight loss program - because it's already there. Slim in Seconds does that incredibly

well. It's the only rapid weight loss program you'll ever need.

So why am I writing and releasing this - Samurai Strength.

It's to answer the question above.

Not the small ones, not the little triggers, the bigger one, underlying all of that. How can I change my

life and be a person that trains eats, sleeps, breathes strength and vitality. That's the question I ask.

How can I be a remarkable man? How can I be a remarkable human being? How can I develop

steadfast resolve, Iron will and Discipline, the ability to take on any task and succeed?

The methods I teach you here are not new. They are in fact thousands of years old. Yes, I will teach

you incredible exercises, many you will never have seen before. But these were techniques that were

used by men and women were used not just to build physical strength. They were not used solely for

a lean waist line and to enjoy a pain free life. They were used for a MUCH higher purpose than that.

They were used to achieve self mastery. True strength.

The exercises I will teach you here will affect you on a deep level. A VERY deep level. There are

principles in place within these exercises both still and movement based that will reveal fundamental

truths about your life, who you are, what you can achieve, what you can build.

You will learn a system of exercise that the great warriors called "Tanren", spiritual forging.

Through these methods you will learn to control your muscles, your metabolism, your breathing,

your emotions, your mind, every aspect of yourself.

You will become strong in every way. Physically, mentally, emotionally.

You will have Samurai Strength.
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The Isometric Kata

This kata, was taught to me back in my Shotokan Karate days. I was given this to develop complete

structural control and to deliver incredible force in impact and of course to be able to receive. This

form I feel more than anything has bestowed upon me the dense, rock hard muscles I possess.

I use this form after every martial arts session and often any time I WANT TO BE THE POWER!

It is a simple series of isometric postures taken from the martial arts. Each can be practised

individually where each contraction can repeated up to 10 times or put into a flow sequence where

one contracts for 7-12 seconds, before moving moves into the next position using Dynamic Tension

and contracting on the opposite side. This is a deeply exhausting but transformative experience.

Try to start the contractions at the bone and work outwards to the muscle all while utilising the

tanren breathing sequence.

Gedan Barai - Zenkutsu Dachi

The stances (kamae) used in this program are of crucial importance. They develop the muscles of

glutes, quads, hamstrings and calves, but they also develop incredible strength in the connective

tissues such as the tendon and ligaments.

The first stance we'll examine is 前屈立ち, Zenkutsu-dachi, or front stance.

1. From shizentai (natural position - feet resting one shoulder width apart, both feet pointing

forward), step forward with your left foot roughly two shoulder widths apart. This is the

correct distance.   From here, bend the front left leg, so if you had a tape measure you could

have a straight line from your knee to your foot.

2. Next straighten your rear leg, driving down powerfully through the heel. Your weight should

be roughly 75% on the front leg, 25% on the rear leg. The rear leg should be strong enough

so that if someone was standing full on your knee it would not buckle.

3. Contract the lower abs and roll the hips up to level, making the lower back flat. Hips face

forwards.

We shall now perform Gedan Barai (literally "lower-level sweep" but commonly known as

"down-block").

1. In a left leg forward deep zenkutsu dachi stance, point your right arm straight out at a 45

degree angle.

2. Bring your left hand, now in a fist up to the right side of the head, just opposite the ear. The

fist palm, faces towards the head. (This means that the wrist/forearm will turn as the

blocking arm is extended).
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3. Now drive the left arm downwards, following the line of the right arm, turning the left fist so

that the heel faces to the left hand side. As this is being performed the right fist is

chambered onto the hip, fist palm up.

4. In this position at the completed block, contract every muscle in the body from the bone's

outwards starting with the feet and moving up in sequence to the blocking hand.

5. Perform this full body contraction as you breathe out making an "SSSSSSSS" sound for 7-12

seconds.

6. Relax and breathe in over 3-4 seconds, still maintaining a light round ball of abdominal

tension.

7. Once complete, relax slightly, and without stepping, swivel the feet, 90 degrees to your right

hand side. You should now be in a right leg forward zenkutsu dachi stance.

8. Repeat the block with the right arm and contract.
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Gyaku-zuki - Reverse punch

1. From a right leg forward Zenkutsu dachi

stance drive the chambered (on the hip) left

fist straight out, rotating the fist so that it

finishes palm down in the last few seconds

of movement. As you do this chamber the

opposite hand.

2. Make sure the first two knuckles are

aligned with the radius and ulna bones of

the forearm.

3. The elbow should be slightly flexed.

4. In this position at the completed punch,

contract every muscle in the body from the

bone's outwards starting with the feet and

moving up in sequence to the striking hand.

5. Perform this full body contraction as you

breathe out making an "SSSSSSSS" sound for 7-12 seconds.

6. Relax and breathe in over 3-4 seconds, still maintaining a light round ball of abdominal

tension.

7. Once complete, relax slightly, and without stepping, swivel the feet, 90 degrees to your left

hand side. You should now be in a left leg forward zenkutsu dachi stance.

8. Repeat the punch with the right arm and contract.
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Shoto

1. From a left leg forward Zenkutsu dachi stance "chop" the air with the left hand, finishing the

"cut" about shoulder level.

2. The elbow is bent and the edge of the right hand rests on the solar plexus.

3. The fingers of the left hand are slight curved. This is Shoto - the knife hand.

4. In this position at the completed chop, contract every muscle in the body from the bone's

outwards starting with the feet and moving up in sequence to the cutting hand.

5. Perform this full body contraction as you breathe out making an "SSSSSSSS" sound for 7-12

seconds.

6. Relax and breathe in over 3-4 seconds, still maintaining a light round ball of abdominal

tension.

7. Once complete, relax slightly, and without stepping, swivel the feet, 45 degrees to your right

hand side. You should now be in a right leg forward zenkutsu dachi stance.

8. Repeat the strike with the right arm and contract.

Bonus variation - I often perform this in Kokutsu-dachi (半後 屈

立). This is a back stance - the feet remain in the same position as zenkutsu dachi, just shift your

weight 75% on to the rear leg.
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Drawing the bow

The next exercise is taken from many martial arts disciplines and very similar to Kyudo - Japanese

Archery. They have a slightly shorter and more relaxed stance than the one we shall be using, but

again we are training your legs and developing strength of mind and discipline.

So in this exercise, it's similar to drawing a Yumi, a Japanese bow. We are going to contract the

muscles of the back powerfully, and then we are going to contract the whole body in an isometric

contraction, the whole system.

In this exercise we'll be using Kiba Dachi - Horse stance. The stance is performed as so:

1. Stepping out twice shoulder distance apart - feet in a straight line, toes pointing forwards

(this is very important - if the toes point outwards this is a different stance called Shiko

dachi).

2. Now, sitting back with the hip, bend at the knee - as deeply as you can, aiming for between a

45-90 degree flexion of the knee joint.

3. The back is kept straight and the knees are directly over the feet, so if you drop a plumb line

it would be over the foot, not the floor. This is crucial for your knee health. To achieve this,

tense the glutes powerfully and open the hip joint.

Once in the stance we can look at drawing the bow.

1. In Kiba Dachi extend both arms to the right hand side, at shoulder level.

2. Ball both hands into fists, knuckles facing outwards.

3. Slightly flex and soften the elbow of the right arm.

4. Pull the left hand back now as though drawing a bow, keeping the fist close to the chest and

pulling the left elbow to the rear with a powerful contraction of the back. This should be

performed with dynamic tension.

5. Perform this full body contraction as you breathe out making an "SSSSSSSS" sound for 7-12

seconds.

6. Relax and breathe in over 3-4 seconds, still maintaining a light round ball of abdominal

tension.

7. Once complete, relax slightly, and without moving the feet perform the movement and

contraction to the left hand side.
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Enpi

Our next exercise is going to be developing enpi - elbow striking. Very, very cool. You'll find it in an

awful lot of martial arts styles including one of my base styles, Shotokan Karate. We're going to do

dual enpi.

1. Take Kiba Dachi

2. Bring your arms up shoulder level, fists clenched and palm facing downwards.

3. Extending your elbows straight out as far as you can on either side

4. In this position perform a full body contraction as you breathe out making an "SSSSSSSS"

sound for 7-12 seconds.

5. Relax and breathe in over 3-4 seconds, still maintaining a light round ball of abdominal

tension.

6. Once finished without rising from the stance, chamber both fists on the hips.
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Kiba Dachi Arm Flex

1. From a deep Kiba Dachi...

2. Bring both hands to the level of the chest, elbows pressed tightly back.

3. Hands palms facing forward, fingers up. The index figer extended, the remaining fingers

curled tightly in.

4. Using dynamic tension press both arms forward as though pushing a huge weight, until the

arms and nearly locked out.

5. In this position, contract every muscle in the body from the bone's outwards starting with

the feet and moving up in sequence to the striking hand.

6. Perform this full body contraction as you breathe out making an "SSSSSSSS" sound for 7-12

seconds.

7. Relax and breathe in over 3-4 seconds, still maintaining a light round ball of abdominal

tension.

8. Once finished without rising from the stance, chamber both fists on the hips.
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Morote-Tzuki

Morote-Tzuki means double or augmented punch.

1. From Kiba Dachi...

2. Drive both chambered fists straight out,

rotating the fist so that it finishes palm

down in the last few seconds of movement.

3. Both fists should be level with the shoulder

and make sure the first two knuckles are

aligned with the radius and ulna bones of

the forearm.

4. The elbow should be slightly flexed.

5. In this position at the completed double

punch, contract every muscle in the body

from the bone's outwards starting with the

feet and moving up in sequence to the

striking hand.

6. Perform this full body contraction as you

breathe out making an "SSSSSSSS" sound

for 7-12 seconds.

7. Relax and breathe in over 3-4 seconds, still maintaining a light round ball of abdominal

tension.

8. Once finished without rising from the stance, chamber both fists on the hips.
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Finger Strike in Shiko Dachi

In this exercise we'll be using Shiko Dachi. The stance is performed

as so:

1. Stepping out twice shoulder distance apart - feet in a

straight line, toes pointing  45 degrees outwards.

2. Now, sitting back with the hip, bend at the knee - as

deeply as you can, aiming for between a 45-90 degree

flexion of the knee joint.

3. The back is kept straight and the knees are directly over

the feet, so if you drop a plumb line it would be over the

foot, not the floor. This is crucial for your knee health. To

achieve this, tense the glutes powerfully and open the hip

joint.

Once in the stance we can look at the finger strike.
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1. From Shiko Dachi...

2. Drive both chambered fists straight out, rotating the fist so that it finishes palm down in the

last few seconds of movement.

3. As that rotation begins, open out the hands and spread and flex the fingers powerfully as

though striking the fingers through flesh.

4. Both hands should be level with the shoulder.

5. The elbow should be slightly flexed.

6. In this position at the completed double strike, contract every muscle in the body from the

bone's outwards starting with the feet and moving up in sequence to the striking hand.

7. Perform this full body contraction as you breathe out making an "SSSSSSSS" sound for 7-12

seconds.

8. Relax and breathe in over 3-4 seconds, still maintaining a light round ball of abdominal

tension.

9. Once finished without rising from the stance, chamber both fists on the hips.
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Relaxation

Our final exercise is an exercise not for the body but for the mind and spirit. We have been training

the Yang, the physical and the active but we must not neglect the Yin, the mental emotional aspect.

1. Stand tall and straight, knees soft, feet hip distance apart and pointing straight ahead.

2. Contract the lower abs and roll the hips up to level, making the lower back flat

3. Bend you arms at a 90 degree angle at the elbow, palms facing upwards, as though you were

holding a try close to your solar plexus.

4. The arms are relaxed as is the whole body.

5. Close your eyes, breath deep into the Tanden, concentrate on fully feeling the breather

entering and leaving the body.

6. Be calm and still

7. Breathe deeply for 10 or more repetitions.
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Conclusion

I hope you've enjoyed this opening into the world of the Samurai's Strength. In this special mini

edition, I've taken just one of the routines from Samurai Strength Volume 1: Isometrics, the one used

in the famous "Patient A" Case Study and presented it to you in full. For the complete course,

including access to the 2 hour webinar covering this Isometric Kata, and the 40+ other exercises, with

all the videos, breathing methods and more then check out the FULL Samurai Strength Vol.1 Course.

Samurai Strength is more than your typical fitness program. For one thing I am not going to just sell

you a program abandon you. I'm here, with you, for the long haul. Samurai Strength contains over 30

volumes of detailed instruction, both comprehensive written programs and of course full HD Video

downloads.

Each month release a new volume.

Here's a quick overview of what I'll be teaching you....

● Samurai Isometrics - over 43 martial arts originated Isometrics designed not only to build

muscle built insane levels of connective tissue strength.

● Taren Conditioning exercises - A traditional Samurai workout and conditioning program with a

big ass stick. Plus my Tanren Isometrics and stretching program.

● Special Forces Modern Samurai Solo Conditioning drills - these are combined to create a

comprehensive callisthenics exercises system used by special forces groups everywhere

● Special Forces Stretching - Modern Samurai Stretching program for the combat ready warrior

plus my back mobility Isometric stretching program.

● Special Forces Modern Samurai Partner Conditioning drills - yep, get a workout biddy and lift

them! I'll also show you some group activity and co-ordination techniques in this volume - some

cool stuff, like how to search high walls for explosives and other awesome little tricks.

● Advanced Arm Specific Isometrics - Close to 30 Individual Isometric Exercises for the arms

utilising a traditional samurai tool that you can pick up and bring with you everywhere. Then

there will be a volume for abs, back, chest and legs

● Advanced Isometric Occlusion Training - this is off the charts insane level stuff. Dangerous in the

wrong hands.

● Injury Recovery - comprehensive guides for every body part, including, Isometrics, Joint

mobility, pressure points, liniment, balm, plasters and herbal formula recipes and more.

Example of the level of detail for this - the Neck guide is over 200 pages. smile emoticon I have

one of these guides for the NECK, SHOULDER, BACK, HIPS, KNEES, ELBOWS, WRISTS, ANKLES and

more.

● Samurai Nutrition and Philosophy - probably the most important book I'll ever release in this

series. Covers everything, how to live life, how to approach stress, trauma, joy etc how to deal

with multiple life situations and all while focusing on Samurai and TCM nutrition. I'll even teach

you how to identify illness and disease accurately and how to correctly fix this and prevent
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illness with your foods. Food is the THE best medicine and the port of first call in the treatment

of disease according to TCM and the samurai physicians.....

● And there's a WHOLE lot more.

STOP FAILING FORWARD… It’s Time To Take Control Of Your Destiny
And SPEED Towards True Success

Let me explain…

…I’ve seen hundreds of people just like you.

They see this, and do nothing. They fail to even start.

This is typical.

I’ve seen it time and time again.

But it doesn’t need to be like this.

You don’t need to fail.

You could achieve the body of your dreams, incredible strength, a lean, sexy, powerful body, be free

from injury and illness and you could do it FASTER and EASIER then you thought possible.

It’s actually quite simple.

It all starts with taking the RIGHT STEP forward today.

When you invest Samurai Strength today you’ll receive:

Volume #1: Isometrics - Strength Secret of the Samurai

This is one of the most important pieces of Samurai Strength as it allows you to build that lean,

healthy, sexy, strong body with JUST minutes of exercise.  Here you will learn:

Over 43 New Isometric Exercises

I've broken these techniques, based on centuries old martial arts strengthening programs, but one

I've never shown before, into 4 groups

1. The Lying Sequence - a series of 15 exercises performed, lying down that develop the entire

body.

2. The Standing Sequence - a series of 15 exercises performed from a standing position

3. The Neck Sequence - a series of 4 incredible exercises that utilise hidden pressure points to

supercharge the body's health and treat specific illnesses
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4. The Isometric Kata - The 144 Second Sequence that stripped nearly 100 lbs from Patient A in

just 12 weeks!

The Breath of Vitality - A 90+ page pdf manual covering:

● Ancient breathing methods, known to the Samurai to build laser like focus and incredible,

near supernatural strength

● Detailed descriptions of all the exercises

● HD photos illustrating every posture and move, including variations I'm not counting in the

total...oh and there are some x-rays to show proper bone alignment

● Detailed pressure points guides to unlock hidden energy and healing techniques - never

before revealed to a western audience

Over 2 hours of HD Video Training

EVERY exercise taught in HD Digitial Video that you can access anytime, anywhere.

Access to my full webinar for this volume, teaching:

● The 9 exercises of the The Isometric Kata,

● Dynamic Tension and Isometrics

● Fundamental martial arts techniques

● Proper punching techniques

● Defences against being grabbed

● There's a lot, lot more inducing some unannounced bonus footage...

LIMITED BONUS FILES

For a short time at the start of the launch I will be including some additional bonus files including:

● A 20+ guide on Herbal Formulas used by the Samurai to augment and improve their training,

recovery and meditation. Included are easy to make formulas to build blood and muscle, to

build energy and focus and to quieten the mind and spirit for relaxation and meditation.

● An 10+ page detailed routine guide to give you multiple different workouts using this

system, how to integrate it with my other programs and the 20 week Isometric Tanren

Challenge!

● 12 Formula and Recipe Cards - 4 training formulas, a recovery formula, weight loss soup and

five weight loss teas!

● 4 HD Training Posters - Easy to print out high pixel reference posters that you can hang in

your training space! These posters are beautiful to look at and really effective for helping you

keep the sequence in mind!
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BUT THAT'S NOT ALL
Remember, each month you are going to get access to a NEW COMPLETE TRAINING PROGRAM.

These aren't fluff content - but fully detailed complete programs that I sell on my sites for $97-$127

including:

Vol. 3 Secrets of the
Special Forces

Inside Samurai Strength Vol. 3: Secrets of the Special Forces you’ll…

● Discover 72 Exercises Used by Special Forces Units Around the world, to be the leanest, strongest,

fastest, fittest warriors on the planet and....

● 11 Routines that Generate OVER 2.1 MILLION workouts. These are used on A Daily Basis by SEALS,

MARINES, GSG9 and more. You can use the same training - No Experience Necessary - I've

explained EVERYTHING.

● Find Out How You Can Achieve A Special Forces Level of Fitness and Strength Quicker Than You Ever

Thought Possible (workouts are under 5 mins!)

● Easily Overcome Laziness, Weakness, Injury and a Lack of Time And Turn Samurai Strength: Secrets

of the Special Forces Into The Best Investment You’ve Ever Made

Vols. 6 & 7: Secrets
of Samurai Nutrition

Inside Samurai Strength Vol. 6 & 7: Secrets of the Samurai Nutrition you’ll get…
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● Over 400 pages the most practical and complete guide to nutrition, both eastern and western food

to blast fast, build muscle and even treat illness, these may be the most important books I've

written

● Over 1,000 pages of additional support material including; 7 Cookbooks with easy to follow and

simple to prepare delicious meals

● Rapid Body Fat Ripping Meal Plans and programs

● Muscle and mass building guides

● Simple straight forward methods on how to diagnose hundreds of medical complaints, and treat

them through food

● 6 Rapid Diagnosis Health Sheets, with pressure points, food lists and exercises for the most

common imbalances

● Over 30 minutes of detailed HD instruction and cooking videos, and a whole lot more

Vol. 8 Secrets of Shoulder
Strength & Repair

Inside Samurai Strength Vol. 8: Secrets of the Shoulder Strength & Repair you’ll…

● Get, at 246 pages the most complete guide to rehabbing, rebuilding and strengthening the shoulder

available to the public

● A step by step method to accurately self-diagnose any shoulder injury, from breaks to bursitis,

strains, sprains tears and dislocations

● Detailed step by step do it yourself treatment guides on how to best correct shoulder injuries,

including First Aid, Self Treatment & Aftercare to prevent chronic pain and weakness

● Learn why ICE and RICE could the worst thing you do for your shoulder and leave you with a

lifetime of pain and restricted movement

● Discover how to use precise, easy to find pressure points to permanently relieve pain

● How to make herbal pills, balms and liniments that ease pain, build blood, repair bone and

accelerate healing
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● 10 Key Exercises to insure complete recovery and build shoulders so strong you'll injury proof them

permanently

● Over 30 minutes of detailed HD instruction videos,

Vol. 14 Secrets of Self
Defence

Inside Samurai Strength Vol. 14: Secrets of Self Defence you’ll…

● Over 4 hours of HD Streaming Instruction on EVERY point of self defence

● Know EXACTLY how to prepare for and avoid violence

● Learn the 7 Stepping Mechanics to ensure you are always on your feet and defeating your

opponents

● Discover the right way to train - do this right and in 15 seconds you'll be able to defend yourself. Do

it wrong, like most boxers and MMA students and you'll be leaving yourself open to a world of pain

● Learn the only 8 Blocks you'll EVER need

● Train the 33 devastating strikes, blows, taught by an international self defence expert guaranteed to

end a violent conflict in your favor

● Discover the ONE technique that nearly every fatality of criminal violence avoids and how you can

learn it and apply it in less than 1 minute.

● This is the most detailed foundational course on hand to hand self defence published that I am

aware of. This is literally life saving information that is usually only taught to my in-person students

at my $1,000 training events.

Monthly Q&A and
Coaching Sessions

One of the best parts of Samurai Strength, outside of the incredible content, it is the monthly Q & A.

It's something I really enjoy and look forward to each month. During the Q&A's I answer all your
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questions on the various volumes and even on material outside of them. They are fantastic, were I

get to connect with my readers LIVE and talk to you about what's going on in your world. This is

where I get to provide feedback on your training program's, how to integrate various training

programs, how to achieve your goals and even really out there topics. In one recent Q&A I gave a

whole crash course in how to deal with a Live Shooter situation (I'm an instructor in

Counterterrorism survival among my other qualifications).

You'll also get access to ALL the previous Q&A's - that's over 15 hours of content! And you get EVERY

future recording in case you miss one of these meetings.

62% off the "Normal" Rate!

ONLY $127.00 $47.00
That’s right… Your investment today is just $47.00…
(That's 62% off the normal rate of $127 a month.)

But fair warning:

You will never see this offer again. Once this page is removed, so does your opportunity to

join Samurai Strength at this discounted rate and receive all these bonuses.

Again, the first step to becoming a member can be found just below this video, and Samurai Strength

Vol. 1: Isometrics, with over 2 hours of HD Steaming instruction and the full pdf manual is waiting for

you on the other side.

All you need to do is scroll down and select a payment option that works best for you...

...and you’re in!

This is your chance to be an insider for a change...

...to know EXACTLY what you need to do instead of having to spend all your precious time reading

long-winded blog posts and attending boring cardio sessions.

But if you believe that everything you are doing in your training is really going to get those results for

you (and ask yourself, honestly, how is that working out for you?) and that you can figure out these
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critical exercises, nutritional strategies, motivational techniques and rehab and injury prevention on

your own simply select “Revoke My Access” and you’ll be downgraded to basic membership.

You’ll still be able to access the Isometric Kata that your purchased today, but the full Samurai

Strength manual will be removed from your library.

But if you are who I think you are...someone who is passionate about being in great shape, looking

great and feeling even better...then we need you.

Please join us, and one by one we’ll form an unstoppable force.

Select the upgrade option below right now to join Samurai Strength and receive all these amazing

gifts...

Remember: You won’t find this offer anywhere else on Samurai Strength or Isometric-Training.com.

This is just for you because you have already taken the first step by investing in one of my workout

programs.

But once this window closes, so does your opportunity.

Oh yeah, and you can cancel at any time, so you have nothing to lose.

Select the upgrade option now to join Samurai Strength, and receive instant access to the Samurai

Strength Vol.1: Isometrics  and all the other member benefits you have coming to you.

Monthly Membership

 YES! I’d like to upgrade my membership to Samurai Strength as a monthly member
for $47.00 today then $47.00 every 30 days as long as I remain a member.  I
understand that I can cancel anytime.
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Annual Membership

 (Get 2 Months FREE)
YES! I’d like to get 2 months FREE when I upgrade my membership to Samurai
Strength as an annual member for just a single payment of $1164.00 $470.00.  I
understand that I am receiving a massive discount.
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